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Welcome to Agency MVP!  

Thank you for choosing the world’s first smart pipeline sales tool for the insurance industry!  

We are delighted to have you as a customer and look forward to helping you achieve great success in the future.  
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Top 5 Things You Need to Know 
 

Read and Use This Success Kit!  

This success kit contains great information about getting started and working with Agency MVP. 

It is an interactive document: The Contents index is hyperlinked throughout.  

 

 

Life Is Better with Two Monitors 

If you’re not already using two monitors in your daily routine, we suggest that you do. Switching 

between application windows on a single monitor can be inefficient for different reasons. We are 

designing new ways to make your workday even more productive, but still recommend at least two 

monitors for optimizing efficiency.  

 

Desktop Computer + Chrome + Sign in Anywhere 

Not all web browsers are the same. Chrome provides better browsing experience for many and Agency 

MVP is geared for it. We recommend you download Chrome and use it for Agency MVP. Although 

Agency MVP is programmed to display properly on mobile tablet devices, we still recommend using a 

computer. Keep in mind that since Agency MVP is in the Cloud, you can sign in from anywhere and do 

your work.  

 

Get Rid of Paper and Filing Cabinets 

Agency MVP is designed to REPLACE paper and filing cabinets. Why write down information on paper 

when you can directly enter it into Agency MVP?  

 

 

Agency MVP is a Smart Sales Tool that Relies on You  

The more you use Agency MVP the more powerful it becomes! Agency MVP is designed to help you 

build your book of business over time. Agency MVP’s powerful algorithm works behind the scenes for 

you and relies on key information such as claim information, pipelining dates, primary designations, 

household members birthdates and more – entering accurate information is critical for meaningful sales 

reporting and future sales.  
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Accessing Agency MVP  

 

Agency MVP is accessible via the website at www.agencymvp.com or by going directly to app.agencymvp.com  

TIP: For easiest access, add Agency MVP to your bookmarks by going to app.agencymvp.com and click Ctrl+D 

 

 

 

  

http://www.agencymvp.com/
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Agency MVP Toolbar 

 

The Toolbar connects you with core functions of Agency MVP. More details on each toolbar function are provided below.  

The MVP Sales Funnel 
The heart of Agency MVP is the Sales Funnel. Your agency’s goal is to rapidly 

turn leads into prospects and prospects into customers through the sales 

process. Each section of the funnel has its own navigation bar that updates with 

important functions and status info related to that part of the funnel.  

 

Smart Search 

Agency MVP includes a smart search tool that allows you to quickly access 

Leads, Prospects and Customers.  

TIP: You can search by the following: Phone Number, First & Last Name, 

Address, Business Name 

Lead Imports 

Agency MVP allows importing of leads in .CSV file format. A detailed history of all 

imports by users of your agency is also maintained accessible anytime. 

IMPORTANT: Limit each upload to 8,000 Leads or less. If you have more than 

8,000 Leads, split your list up into multiple imports.  

 

Messages 

Text messages between Users and Prospects and Customers are enabled and 

maintained in the Messages section of Agency MVP on a per User basis. 

 

User Settings & Management 

User and Agency settings are accessible from the User dropdown. Agents can quickly set up 

other staff members with access to Agency MVP. Personal settings are also maintained here 

by each user.  

Setting Your Default Quote Values 
It is extremely important to Set Your Defaults in Agency MVP prior to starting to enter in Leads. 

Settings your Default Quote Values will shorten your data entry time by pre-populating some 

Quote Values.  

How to set your Default Quote Values: 

➢ Click your name on the top right 

➢ Click on Default Quote Values 

➢ Fill in the coverages of your choice for each Quote type  

➢ Click Update 
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Agency MVP Dashboard 

The Dashboard shows your agency’s overall Sales & Quote Performance based on your use of Agency MVP. By default, 

performance is shown for a rolling 7-day period. For this date range (and any subsequent range or specific date you 

specify), the total dollar value of premiums quoted and sold is calculated and shown as well as the total number of quotes 

completed during that time period. Sales numbers and activity can be viewed for the entire agency or on a per User basis, 

enabling you to see key data quickly to make informed decisions.  

 

 

 

To view your Agency’s performance for a specific day or date range: 

 

Click the date range bar, select a preset tab (or choose a custom date 

range), and click the Apply button.  

 

To switch between Quote and Sales Activity performance: 

 

 

Click the Quote Activity/Sales Activity button near the time range button.  

 

To switch between Leads, Prospects & Cross Sells: 

 

Click Leads, Prospects, Cross Sells or All to the left of the time range button.  
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Quote Activity Tracker 

Conveniently located on the Dashboard, Quote Activity Tracker provides an in-depth view of your agency’s quote 

performance. Key Performance Indicators are calculated such as Number of Quotes, Total Premiums Quoted, and 

Number of Call Attempts on an individual basis. Use the Quote Activity Tracker to coach Staff and monitor Prospects 

they are communicating with. Ensure they are entering all new quotes into MVP. The Quote Activity Tracker will only 

list team members who have entered in quotes during the chosen time range.  

 

 
New QLOB – Total number of new quotes created by the specific staff member per household 

 
Requoted – Total number of requotes completed by the specific staff member per household 

 
Premiums Quoted – Shows the total amount of premiums quoted for each staff member and on a per-quote basis  
 
Auto, Home, Life, Umbrella, Specialty & Commercial – Shows the breakdown of premiums quoted for each line of 
business 

 
Annual Savings – Indicates total amount of annual savings to the Prospect.  

Tags – Codes created by your agency to track marketing campaigns and lead generation to help determine ROI.  

TIP: Make sure a Tag is added for EVERY single lead and prospect. Avoid using generic tags – create tags that are 

meaningful for reporting purposes. 

# of Attempts – Goes up by 1 every time a user enters a call note and clicks "Answered / Unanswered" 

TIP: Did you know 86% of all sales happen after the 6th attempt? Consistently following up increases sales! 

Left Notes – Indicates if staff have entered Important Notes for the specific household 

  Quote Sent – Indicates If and When the prospect was initially sent a quote comparison by text or e-mail. 
 

Quote Viewed – Indicates If and When the prospect viewed the quote that was sent to them. 

 
Claims – Indicates if and what type of claim has been entered for the specific prospect. 
 
Pipelined Until – Indicates If and When the prospect has been pipelined until 
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Understanding Quote Activity 

Premiums Quoted/Sold at a Glance 

216,845 – Total Premium Quoted by an Individual  

91,928 – Total Auto Premium Quoted by an Individual  

102,996 – Total Home Premium Quoted by an Individual  

 

Highlighted with premium listed shows this LOB was quoted and sold during 

the chosen time range. 

Highlighted with “S” shows this LOB was quoted outside the chosen time range 

(or by another staff member) during the chosen time range and has also been 

sold. 

No highlight with “Q” shows this LOB was quoted outside the chosen time (or by 

another staff member) and has not been sold.  

 

Competitive vs. Not Competitive  

(843) – Indicates $ amount saved. 

(-1293) – Indicates your quote premium cost more, not competitive. 

TIP: Knowing how much the Prospect is currently paying is a critical data 

point. Knowing this information will help power your marketing analytics in 

the future, helping you target Who and Where Farmers is competitive. 
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Sales Activity Tracker 

Conveniently located on the Dashboard, the Sales Activity Tracker provides an in-depth view of your agency’s sales 
performance. Key Performance Indicators are calculated such as Total Premiums Sold, Tag, and Number of Attempts on 
an individual basis. Use the Sales Activity Tracker to coach Staff and monitor Prospects they are communicating with. 
Ensure they are selling on value. The Sales Activity Tracker will only list team members who have sold quotes during the 
chosen time range. 
 

 
Premiums Sold – Shows the total amount of premiums sold for each staff member and on a per-quote basis  
 
Auto, Home, Life, Umbrella, Specialty & Commercial – Shows the breakdown of premiums sold for each line of 
business 
Tags – Codes created by your agency to track marketing campaigns and lead generation to help determine 

ROI. TIP: Make sure a Tag is added for EVERY single lead and prospect. Avoid using generic tags – create 

tags that are meaningful for reporting purposes. 

# of Attempts – Goes up by 1 every time a user enters a call note and clicks "Answered / Unanswered" 

TIP: Did you know 86% of all sales happen after the 6th attempt? Consistently following up increases sales! 

Understanding Sales Activity  

Premiums Sold at a Glance  

36,863 – Total Premium Sold by an Individual  

12,976 – Total Auto Premium Sold by an Individual. 

22,117 – Total Home Premium Sold by an Individual.  

          S  – Specific quote was sold outside chosen time range or by another staff member  

 

Quote & Sales Activity Tracker Benefits  

✓ Calculates total premiums quoted & sold by LOB 

✓ Calculates total number of quotes 

✓ Instantly shows where you are competitive 

✓ Breaks down savings by LOB for each quote 

✓ Gives quick access to prospect & customer details 

✓ Shows call attempts for each prospect 

✓ Displays tags used to help determine ROI 

✓ Helps efficiently manage staff 
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Using Quote & Sales Activity Tracker 

To view activity for a specific day or date range: 

Click the time range bar, select a preset tab (or choose a custom date range), 

and click the Apply button.  

 

To expand the view for the quotes and additional data: 

Click the expand icon next to the staff’s names.  

 

 

 

 

Exporting Sales Activity Data  

 
To export Sales Activity Data for a specific time range: 

Click the time range bar, select a preset tab (or choose a custom time range)  

 

To download your export: 

After you click Download .CSV, click the downloaded file on the bottom left of 

your screen to access your exported Sales Activity Data.  

 

Leads & Fact Finding  

Importing Leads 

Leads can be entered into MVP in two ways – either by Adding a Lead manually to by Importing Bulk Leads.  
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Importing Bulk Leads 

 

Access the Import Lead function from the Toolbar 

From the Agency MVP Toolbar, click on the Import icon and select “Import Leads” from the 

dropdown menu.  

 

1. Import your leads in .CSV file format  

Click the Select file button to upload your .CSV (comma separated values) file.  

Need to know how to create a .CSV file? Follow these easy steps to export your Microsoft Excel 

files as CSV files.  

TIP: Download the Official Agency MVP Import Template to format your lead information so that it 

easily maps into Agency MVP.  

2. Add Metadata – Choose a Lead Source, Tag, and User 

A Lead Source describes where your leads came from. It is a general reference that indicates 

the source of your leads (or, possibly, how you might contact them – e.g. Cold Call). 

Create one or more Tags for the leads you are importing. What is a Tag? A tag is a way to 

Track your ROI for your Marketing Campaigns.  

For example, if you are doing a campaign, like a mailer you would tag it "MailerAugust2019". 

In this example, we are expecting someone to call us from our mailer. We want to track the 

Campaign name "Mailer & the Month/Year of the mailer so we can see our true ROI after the 

campaign has run.  

TIP: Tags in Agency MVP are not required but HIGHLY recommended. They will help you get 

more out of Agency MVP and increase your profits. 

Select a User who will be the owner of this import. Remember, there is only one assigned owner 

per account in MVP. 

3. Map your Column Headers  
Select the dropdown menus (that contain your column headers) to match the fields available in 
Agency MVP. The only required fields are First Name, Last Name, Address, State, Postal Code.  
TIP: Make sure your import .csv file has column headers so fields will be more easily identifiable 

to map in Agency MVP. 

4. Map Additional Fields 
Expand the Additional Fields section and continue mapping the column headers. 
Complete this step if you have additional vehicle or home information in your .csv file. 

5. Begin Import 

Once you are done mapping your information, click the Begin Import button to upload your leads 

to Agency MVP. Note: Lead Imports may take up to 24 hours depending on file size.  

Viewing Your Import History  
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To check the status of any of your imports in Agency MVP: 

Access the Import History function from the Toolbar  

From the Agency MVP Toolbar, click on the Import icon and select “Import Leads” from the 

dropdown menu.  

 

 

  Successful imports are indicated in GREEN.  

 

 

Failed imports are indicated in RED. 

Click the red icon to review details about issues created during the import.  

 

Adding a Lead & Fact-Finding While Speaking to a Prospect 

When adding a Lead into Agency MVP, it is best to start with the address for several reasons: 

✓ It avoids duplicate entries – When using the Smart Search function in the Toolbar, Agency MVP will show 

you if the lead already exists to help avoid duplicate entry. 

✓ Autofill saves time – If a lead you’re searching for already exists, the information for it will quickly 

populate the form when you select the lead. 

✓ Google Address Verification & Driver Discovery are activated – Supplying the address activates both 

key functions to help validate the information being entered and start locating household driver info for fast 

entry. 

1. Start with the Address 

If you have no leads imported into Agency MVP: 

➢ Click the +Add Lead button from the Leads section of the Agency MVP Toolbar 

➢ Enter the address in the Mailing Address field 

 

 

If you have Leads in Agency MVP and are adding a new Lead: 

➢ From anywhere in Agency MVP, click on Search Lead or Prospect.  

➢ Enter the address. If the Lead or Prospect exists in Agency MVP, the matched entry 

will show up in green.  

➢ Click the entry highlighted in green to open the profile. If there is no matching entry, 

highlight/copy the address you typed, click the Add New Lead button, and paste the 

address in the Mailing Address field.  
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If you are talking with a new Prospect: 

➢ From anywhere in Agency MVP, click on Search Lead or Prospect.  

➢ Ask the Prospect for their address and enter it in Search Lead or Prospect.  

➢ If the Lead or Prospect exists in Agency MVP, the matched entry will show up in green. Click the 

entry highlighted in green to open their profile. If there is no matching entry, highlight/copy the 

address you typed, click the Add New Lead button, and paste the address in the Mailing Address 

field.  

2.  Discover Drivers & Vehicles  

The Discover Drivers button appears after pulling up an existing entry or entering the household member’s 

address. 

 

➢ Click on the Discover Drivers button to show a list of registered drivers at that address.  

➢ Click the +Add button for each register driver you want to include as household members.  

➢ Click on the Discover Vehicles button to show a list of registered vehicles at that address.  

➢ Click the +Add button for each register vehicle you want to include as listed vehicles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Advanced Driver Search 

Driver Lookup is an advanced feature for locating other household members that may not have been found in the 

Discover Drivers.  

 

To search for drivers: 

➢ Click the Driver Lookup button in the Household Members section 

➢ Enter relevant information to search for a driver  

➢ Click the search button and the +Add button beside each driver you want to add to the Household 

Members section  

TIP: The best way to look someone up is by entering their First Name, Last Name, and Zip Code. 
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4. Enter Lead Info  

In the Lead Info navigation bar at the top, you will see dropdowns for Owner, Source, and Pipeline date for the 

Lead. 

 

Owner – This will automatically default to you since you are entering the Lead. It should be left as is, unless you 

want to assign the lead to someone else. To learn more, see Assigning a Lead or Prospect to Another User.  

Source – Click the Source dropdown to indicate where the Lead came from.  

Pipeline Until – You likely won’t be pipelining at this point. (Pipelining means “Hide from View” until a certain 

date) For more info, go to Pipelining a Lead or Prospect.  

 

5. Enter Quote Origin Contact Info  

The Quote Origin Contact is the person who initiated the quote with you. If you haven’t designated 

this while adding or editing Household Members, be sure to complete the Quote Origin Contact 

section.  

IMPORTANT: At least one contact phone number is recommended per household.  

 

TIP: If you sense this Prospect is ready to buy, select the Hot Lead checkbox. This will give them a 

boost in points, ranking them higher until you uncheck the Hot Leads box.  

 

TIP: To save time, click the Origin dial for the Household Member you want designated as the Origin 

Contact.  

6. Create the Lead  

Once you complete the Address and Quote Origin Contact sections, Create the Lead in Agency MVP.  

From the light blue navigation bar at the top, click on “Create Lead”.   

This creates and saves the lead in Agency MVP and makes it visible in your Leads index.  

IMPORTANT: You can Create the Lead at any point in the process of entering the Lead information, but it is 

recommended to do so after completing the Mailing Address & Quote Origin contact information with at least one 

phone number and email address entered.  

7. CRITICAL: Must Add Important Notes & Tags  

Be sure to enter important notes from your conversation with your Lead or knowledge you may have that will 

help you when following up in the future.  

Enter good notes related to items like: 

• Information on claims you need to ask about  

• Key triggers words like “I hate my Agent” 

• Potential Cross-Sell opportunities 
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Choose existing Tags or create new Tags to track quotes.  

A Tag is a label you create to help identify the Lead (or group of Leads) for the purposes of tracking in Agency 

MVP to help you see how effective your marketing is, determine ROI, understand where you’re competitive, 

and more.  

Example: You have a networking relationship with John Smith of Keller Williams. John Smith-Keller Williams 

could be the tag. Any time John Smith sends you a quote, you would add this same tag and track it in your 

Quote & Sales Activity. 

IMPORTANT: Tags are a MUST for an Agency to grow. Tags will dramatically impact your future decisions in 

marketing and increase future scalability of your Agency.  

8. Add/Edit Household Members 

When you Discover Drivers, each driver you add instantly appears in the Household Members section along with 

all available, relevant information such as the driver’s license number and birthdate. Alternatively, you can add 

Household Members manually.  

 

To add a Household Member: 

➢ Click the +Add button in the Household Members section  

➢ Complete all information for the Household Member  

➢ If applicable, click the checkbox for Good Student Discount  

➢ Click the Done button to save your edits.  

 

To edit a Household Member’s Information: 

➢ Click the Edit button on the line of the desired Household Member  

➢ Add or modify all information for the Household Member as required.  

➢ Click the Done button to save your edits.  

9. Add/Edit Homes  

Agency MVP is designed to accommodate multiple homes for home quotes. While most quotes will be for only 

one home, you can enter additional properties if required.  

To add a home for quoting purposes: 

➢ Click the +Add button in the Residences section.  

➢ Enter the full address (click Copy Mailing Address if using default address) 

➢ Enter all known information and any notes for the property if desired.  

➢ Click the save button.  

➢ Repeat this process for each home you want to enter for the Lead/Prospect.  

➢ To edit a home, click the Edit button on the line of the home you wish to update.  
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10. Add/Edit Vehicles 

Agency MVP is designed to accommodate multiple vehicles for auto quotes.  

To add a vehicle for quoting purposes: 

➢ Click the +Add button in the Vehicles section  

➢ Enter or select the year, make, model and trim (optional) of the vehicle.  

➢ Click the Save button  

➢ Repeat this process for each vehicle you want to enter for the Lead/Prospect 

➢ To edit a vehicle, click the Edit button on the line of the vehicle you wish to update.  

TIP: Use the Discover Vehicles button to find vehicles linked to the address of this Lead/Prospect.  

11. Save your work  

As you complete information and enter notes for your Leads/Prospects, be sure to save your 

work often.  

IMPORTANT: Agency MVP does not auto save. You must click Save.  

 

Converting a Lead to a Prospect 

It is important to note that as soon as you begin entering quote data into Agency MVP for a Lead, the Convert to 

Prospect button appears. Click Convert to Prospect to make the Lead become a Prospect so it will start showing in 

your ranked Prospects section.  

 

TIP: Only convert Prospects who you HAVE completed a full quote for. This keeps your pipeline from filling up with 

junk. 

Prospects & Quoting 

Awaiting Prospects vs Quoted Prospects  

Awaiting Prospects – Any Prospects that have not yet received their quotes 

This simply means that you have not SPOKEN TO the Prospect about their quotes.  

Quoted Prospects – Any Prospects that have been verbally quoted or communicated with regarding their quote.  

These are Prospects that did not buy on your first conversation. Quotes Not Closed.  

The Importance of Competitor Quote Information  

Agency MVP learns from every Prospect. It is critical to add competitor quote information when and if there is a 

current insurance policy in place – Your Quote & Sales Activity Tracker and future performance rely on it! Agency 

MVP also tracks competitor rates. This data combined with claim fall-off dates and other key information you enter into 

Agency MVP will create new opportunities in the future to capture business. These new opportunities will appear in 

your list of ranked Prospects at the optimum to send them a competitive quote.  

Creating an Auto Quote 
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1. Start an Auto Quote 

➢ From your list of Leads or Prospects in the Agency MVP Sales Funnel, click the Details link to bring 

up the details page for the Lead/Prospect. Alternatively, you can Search to quickly find your 

Lead/Prospect and access their details.  

Note: If you are adding a Lead and have finished completing the Household Member, Auto, and 

Home details, you can continue creating the quotes.  

➢ Scroll down to the Quotes section on the Details page  

➢ If the Auto tab is not highlighted, click it to bring up the Auto quote section  

➢ Click the Add+ button next to Competitor Quote 

2. Enter Current Carrier (Competitor Quote) Information  

IMPORTANT: If there is no competitor quote info or you do not know the competitor quote information, select 

“Do Not Know” and continue to enter Your Quote information.  

If a Current Carries exists: 

➢ Select the Current Carrier of the Prospect from the dropdown menu.  

➢ If the Current Carrier is not shown, click “Other” and type in the name of the carrier in the field 

provided.  

➢ Enter the Prospect’s current renewal date, policy term length, payment plan and premium information 

for their existing policy.  

➢ Enter the Prospect’s current coverages.  

➢ Enter the Prospect’s current Comprehensive, Collision, Towing and Rental Car coverages for each 

vehicle. TIP: Not every policy has the same coverage. Only fill in the coverages that apply to this 

specific policy. 

3. Enter Claim Information  

IMPORTANT: Only add claims that affect underwriting. Do not add Towing, Glass or Fault Free claims.  

➢ Click the Add+ button in the Auto Claims section  

➢ Select the vehicle involved. If the vehicle is not listed, just pick one. 

➢ Enter the claimant and the claim date  

➢ Check At-Fault or Disputed  

➢ Click the Done button to save the Auto claim  

➢ Repeat the process for any addition Auto Claims  

TIP: Agency MVP only uses the Claim Date although you must choose a claimant and a vehicle.  

 

 

 

4. Enter Your Quote Information  

Your quote information needs to be entered into MVP manually.  
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➢ Click the Add+ button next to Your Quote to enter your quote information  

➢ Select the Quote Carrier, Effective Date, Policy Term, and Draft Date  

➢ Enter the Payment Plan and Full Term Premium. If additional payment options are desired, click the 

Add+ button to create additional options.  

➢ Entered the Quoted coverages, each of the Individual Vehicle Coverages & Endorsements chosen.  

TIP: Set your Default Quote Values to shorten your data entry time.  

Rate Scout 

Rate Scout is a tool that will give you an estimated premium of what your Lead/Prospect is paying with their Current 

Carrier. Rate scout works 50% of the time for only specific types of companies.  

In order to use Rate Scout you must enter the following information: 

 

➢ Company Name 

➢ Policy Number 

➢ Renewal Date 

➢ Term Length  

 

 

NOTE: If they are with a Rate Scout eligible company, then you will be able to click 

“Get MVP Estimate” once all required information has been entered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creating a Home Quote 

1. Start a Home Quote  

➢ From your list of Leads or Prospects in the Agency MVP Sales Funnel, click the Details link to bring 

up the details page for the Lead/Prospect. Alternatively, you can Search to quickly find your 

Lead/Prospect and access their details.  Note: If you are adding a Lead and have finished completing 

the Household Member, Auto, and Home details you can continue creating the Home quote.  

➢ Scroll down to the Quotes section and on the Details page and click the Home tab.  

➢ Click the Add+ button next to Competitor Quote  

2. Enter Current Carrier (Competitor Quote) Information  

➢ Choose the property address from the dropdown menu you wish to quote.  

IMPORTANT: If the address you want to quote does not show, scroll up to the Residences section to 
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enter the address of the home you wish to quote.  

➢ Choose the ownership. If the Lead/Prospect is the Owner, choose the Residency Type.  

➢ Select the Current Carrier of the Lead/Prospect from the dropdown menu.  

If the Current Carrier is not listed, choose Other and type in the name of the carrier in the field 

provided.  

➢ Enter the Lead/Prospect’s current renewal date, payment information and premium for their existing 

policy.  

➢ Enter the Lead/Prospect’s current coverages and deductibles.  

3. Enter any Home Claims  

➢ Click the Add+ button in the Home Claims section  

➢ Select the appropriate address from the dropdown menu.  

➢ Enter the claim date of claims that have occurred within the last 3 years.  

➢ Indicate by checkbox for Evidence Needed or if the claim was Disputed.  

Evidence Needed and Disputed are for making a note to yourself that you will need a document or 

that you are going to dispute the claim.  

➢ Click the Done button to save the Home Claim.  

4. Enter Your Quote Info  

➢ Click the Add+ button next to Your Quote  

IMPORTANT: Clicking the Add+ button repeatedly in either the Competitor or Your Quote sections 

will append a new quote panel which may not be immediately apparent. Scroll down to see the new 

quote sections. Inadvertently added quote panels can be removed by clicking the red Remove button 

within the panel.  

➢ Choose the property address from the dropdown menu you wish to quote.  

➢ Choose the ownership. If the Lead/Prospect is the Owner, choose the Residency Type. 

➢ Select the Quote Carrier, Effective Date, Premium and Payment Information. Note: If addition 

Payment Options are desired, click the Add+ button to create additional options. 

➢ Enter the coverages and deductibles for the Home quote.  

5. Save and Send the Quote  

At this point, save your work and configure other quotes if needed. When you are ready to send the quote, skip 

ahead to Sending a Quote to the Prospect.  

 

Sending a Quote to your Prospect  

Once you have finished entering all the quote information, you can text or email the quote to your Prospect.  

1. Access the Quote Comparison 
➢ From the Details page for your Prospect, click the Show Quote Comparison button in the 

navigation bar or from the Prospects dropdown on the Call View Page.  
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IMPORTANT: If you’ve made updates to your quote information and you aren’t seeing the 

changes reflected on your Quote Comparison, click the green Refresh button in the upper left 

corner. If you still don’t see your changes, close the Quote Comparison and click the blue Save 

Prospect button in the navigation bar. Click the Show Quote Comparison button again to see your 

changes.  

2. Edit Your Outgoing Quote Message 
The message area at the top of the Quote Comparison is customizable. This message will appear in your text or 

email when you send the Quote Comparison.  

To customer your message: 

➢ Click the Edit Message button 

➢ Update the message as needed 

➢ Click the Save Message button  

3. Review Your Quote Details 

Spend some time reviewing the quote and payment details. If needed, close the Quote Comparison and continue 

making the changes on the Details screen to update the quote.  

 

4. Text or Email the Quote 
➢ At the bottom of the Quote Comparison screen, click the dropdown menu and select the intended 

recipient of your quote.  

➢ Click the Send Text or Send Email button to send your quote.  

IMPORTANT: Before sending the Quote Comparison via text, be sure you are receiving consent to 

text.  

5. Mark the Prospect as Quote 
Once you have discussed the quote with the Prospect, click the Mark as Quoted button on the 

Details page. The Prospect will now be moved to your Quote Prospects section.  

 

 

 

Converting a Prospect to a Customer 

Marking as Sold  
Once you indicate a Prospect as Mark as Quoted, the button immediately changes to Mark as Sold. This status button will 

remain for any Prospect you Mark as Quoted.  

After you sell the quote policy to the Prospect: 

 

➢ Go to the Details view of the Prospect. 

➢ Click the Mark as Sold button. 

➢ In the pop-up window, select the checkbox for each policy that was sold. 

➢ Enter the Policy Effect Date for each sold policy.  

➢ Click the Confirm button  

Upon confirmation, the sold policies are visibly marked as SOLD and the Prospect is saved as a Customer. Any unsold 

quotes will automatically show up in the Cross-Sell section of the Customer view.  
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Customers & Cross-Selling 

Cross-Sells 

Any quotes that remain unsold to a Customer will automatically appear in their 

respective Cross-Sell section of the Customer view. For example, if you quoted 

both Home and Auto to a Prospect and they only bought the Home policy, the 

Auto quote is saved in Agency MVP 

After you make a Cross-Sell: 

➢ Go to the Details view of the Customer 

➢ Click the Mark as Sold button in the navigation bar  

➢ In the pop-up window, select a checkbox for the policy that was sold.  

➢ Update the Policy Effective Date for the sold policy if needed  

➢ Click the confirm button 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding the Call View Pages 

A call view page is a list of Leads/Prospects that need a phone call today. Each call view page has its own Call Filters to 

help you filter your Leads/Prospects to ensure you are contacting the Most Valuable Prospect first based on a smart 

ranking algorithm. IMPORTANT: Agency MVP will not distract you with Leads/Prospects that do not need a call today. 

You can find a Pipelined (“hidden”) Lead/Prospect by using the Search bar. 

Leads 

A Lead is someone who you do not have permission to quote or do not have enough 

information to complete a full quote. 

To access your Leads Call View Page, click on the Leads funnel. 

 

Prospects 

There are two different types of Prospects: Awaiting and Quoted. An Awaiting Prospect is a 

Prospect you have quoted but have not gone over your quote with them yet, a Quoted 

Prospect is a Prospect that you have gone over your quote with but have not closed the 

sale yet. 

To access your Prospects Call View Page, click on Awaiting or Quoted. 
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Customers 

A Customer is either a Prospect you have Marked as Sold or a Current Customer from 

your book of business that has a Cross Sell Opportunity. 

TIP: Be sure to always add Current Customers using the +Add Customer button. 

To access your Cross Sell Opportunity Call View Pages, click on the Cross Sell Opportunity in which you would like to 

work at this time: Auto, Home, Umbrella, Life, Specialty, or Commercial.   

Call Filters 

Call Filters are used to sort your smart ranked Call View pages based on certain criteria. Using a Call Filter will allow you 

to only see specific types of Leaps/Prospects while still smart ranking them.  

Personal/Commercial – This filter allows you to switch between Personal & Commercial 

opportunities. This filter is available on every Call View page and can be used in conjunction 

with any other Call Filter.  

IMPORTANT: The same Lead/Prospect can live on both Personal & Commercial, or just one.  

Phone: Present/None – This filter allows you to only view Leads/Prospects that have phone 

numbers listed in their accounts or those that do not have phone numbers. This Call Filter is 

available on every Call View page.  

NOTE: Phone: Present is the default Filter for every Call View Page.  

Hot/Regular/Cold – This filter allows you to break your ranked list down to Hot, Regular 

and/or Cold Leads/Prospects. You can have one or multiple boxes checked at any time. 

This Call Filter is on every Call View page.  

NOTE: Hot & Regular are the default filters. TIP: Mark Leads/Prospects as Cold if they are bad leads.  

Best Time – This filter allows you to contact your Leads/Prospects 

at the right time. You can click on one or multiple options at a time. 

All Leads/Prospects will show by default.  

TIP: Fill in the Best Time to Contact box in the Quote Origin Contact box in the Details section of each Lead/Prospect. 

Free Game – This filter allows you to prevent Leads/Prospects from falling through the cracks.  

See Free Game to learn how to active Free Game. 

Logging Phone Calls  
Always start at the top of the Ranked Leads/Prospects list. Use your Call Filters to target specific types of 

Leads/Prospects if desired.  

To log a phone call: 

➢ Click the arrow to the left of the first Lead/Prospect on your Ranked List.  

➢ Enter phone call notes.  

NOTE: Call notes are required to save a phone call. These notes can be as detailed as you would like.   

➢ Save the call by clicking answered or unanswered. 
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IMPORTANT: If you log a phone call for someone today, they will disappear from your Call View page for the rest 

of the day, but will be back in your Ranked list the next day.  

  

Scheduling a Call Appointment 
It is recommended to only schedule a call appointment if the Lead/Prospect asks for a phone call at a specific time on a 

specific day. Scheduling an appointment for a Contact makes them a Priority Lead/Prospect and removes them from the 

Ranked list.  

To schedule an appointment: 

➢ Enter phone call notes.  

➢ Check the box to Schedule a call appointment. 

➢ Choose/enter the date and time when the Lead/Prospect has requested a call back. 

➢ Save the call by clicking answered or unanswered.  

IMPORTANT: You will only be able to see your Scheduled Appointments the day of the appointment.  

 

 

 

Pipelining  
Pipelining means that you would like to “hide” the Lead/Prospect until a certain date. It is recommended to always keep 

your Call View pages filled with Leads/Prospects that want/need a phone call that day. If you are not competitive, the 

Lead/Prospect asks for a phone call at another date, or if you have decided to give some time between your next phone 

call to the Lead/Prospect, you will want to Pipeline.  

To Pipeline a Lead/Prospect: 

➢ Enter phone call notes.  

➢ Check the box to Pipeline Until.  

➢ Choose/enter the date in which you would like the Lead/Prospect to return to your Call View page. 
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➢ Save the call by clicking answered or unanswered. 

TIP: You can Pipeline a Lead/Prospect without logging a call in the blue toolbar on the Call View page and also 

on their Details page.  

Choosing your Pipeline Date 
When you Pipeline a Contact, Agency MVP will hide that Lead/Prospect until the Pipeline Date. It is recommended to 

Pipeline a Lead/Prospect to 30 days prior to your target date. TIP: Look for dates that affect underwriting.  

Identifying Pipeline Dates on the Call View Page: 

All information used to determine Pipeline dates should be added on the Details page.  

 

Renewal Dates (AKA X-Dates) 

 

 

 

Claim Fall-Off Dates 

 

 

 

 

 

Birthdates 

 

Sales Workflow 

Pipelining a Lead or Prospect 

Pipelining is key to building your book of business for the future. A good time to pipeline a Lead/Prospect is when you are 

not competitive or when the Lead/Prospect has requested that you follow up with them later. You can also pipeline 

Customers who cancel their policies (Defectors) and follow up with them later to give them a new competitive quote. 

To Pipeline a Contact: 

➢ Click on Leads, Prospects or Customers 

➢ Expand a Contact’s summary view by clicking the arrow button next to their name.  
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➢ In the Pipeline Until box, enter the future date to contact the Prospect.  

➢ Click the Save button.  

NOTE: A Pipeline can also be entered on the Details page.  

IMPORTANT: This will HIDE the Contact until the date entered. To see the Contact’s record, click on Smart Search and 

enter the Contact’s name or address to access their record.  

Assigning a Lead/Prospect/Customer to Another User 

➢ From your list of Leads, Prospects, or Customers in the agency MVP Sales Funnel, click the Details link to bring 

up the details page for the Contact you want to assign to someone else.  

➢ Choose a new owner by clicking the owner dropdown menu and selecting the name of the person to whom you 

want to assign the Contact.  

➢ Click Save. The Contact is now accessible and editable in the Sales Funnel of the new owner.  

TIP: Once you assign the Prospect to another person, the Contact will no longer be visible in your Sales Funnel Index 

view. To access the reassigned record, enter the Contact’s name or address in the Search box in the toolbar. 

Save Time with Smart Tab & Type 

Agency MVP is enhanced with Smart Tab & Type technology to save you time when entering or searching for data. Power 

users find this feature to be very helpful, as it enables quick data entry.  

How to Use Smart Tab & Type: 

When you use the Tab key and advance to a field with dropdown selections, start typing the text you want to enter. The 

dropdown automatically filters matches to the value you are typing and shows the closest match in a green highlighted 

box. Once the value you want appears in the green box, hit the Tab button and the value will be selected while you 

move on to the next field. 

TIP: Use the arrow keys to quickly move down the selection list if needed. 

Internet Lead Integration  
Agency MVP allows for direct integration of Leads from certain Lead providers. Current Lead Providers are EverQuote 

and Quote Wizard. Contact Customer Support for assistance on setting up Integration.  

➢ All new Internet Leads are found in the New Leads Call View page.  

NOTE: The New Leads Call View Page is the ONLY Call View Page in Agency MVP that looks the same for 

every user, as these Leads do not have assigned Owners.  

➢ Once you are ready to quote the New Lead, click the Details of the Contact you wish to work. As soon as you 

click Convert to Lead, the Lead with automatically assign to whomever clicked Convert to Lead.  

Free Game  
Free Game is a tool used to help prevent leads from falling through the cracks and to scale your agency. Each User can 

have a different number of days set before Leads/Contacts associated to that User will be considered Free Game. Once a 

Lead/Prospect becomes Free Game, all other Users in the agency will now be able to take over the Leads/Prospects that 

are falling through the cracks.  

 

Example: User A has their Free Game set at 5 days. Prospect John Doe lives on User A’s Awaiting Prospects Call View 

Page. Prospect John Doe has not had a phone call logged for 5 days in a row. User B used the Free Game filter on their 

Awaiting Prospects Call View Page. User B sees John Doe listed and logs a phone call for John Doe. User B has now 

taken Ownership of John Doe.      

To set up Free Game:  

➢ Click your name on the top right 
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➢ From the dropdown menu, choose User Settings 

➢ Enter the number of your choice in the Free Game box then click Update.  

 

Texting 
Agency MVP assigns each Agency a masked number that is used for texting. If a Lead/Prospect attempts to call the 

phone number you are texting from, it will ring to the phone number associated with your Agency MVP account. 

➢ Text messages are visible and stored on a per-User basis. The Owner of the Prospect is the only User who can 

text message history.  

➢ You must text a Lead/Prospect first in order for them to text you.  

➢ You can receive pictures and send PDF files via text. NOTE: There is a two-page maximum for PDF files.  

File Storage 
Each Household in Agency MVP has their own File Storage section. Each Household’s File Storage has a capacity of 100 

MB.   Files recommended to store in Agency MVP: Consumer Consent documents, DEC pages, etc.  
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Admin Controls 

 

As the Agency MVP Account Owner, you have Admin Controls. There is only one login per 

Agency with access to the Admin Controls. To access your Admin Controls, click your name on 

the top right.  

Reports –Reports provided to you by Agency MVP  

Account Information –Lead Integration email & URL and billing information.  

Users – List of Users in your Agency.  

NOTE: This is where you can edit your Staff’s information & log-in to your staff’s Agency MVP 

accounts. Use the Green Edit button to edit their User Settings and use the Blue Name Tag to 

sign into their Agency MVP accounts.  

Invite User – Where to go to invite new staff members to your Agency MVP account.  
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Support 

Our Support Team is available to answer any questions or offer support as needed.  

 

Agency MVP Support Team 
Hours: Monday-Friday 8 am – 7 pm CST 

support@agencymvp.com 

817-576-8785 option 2 

mailto:support@agencymvp.com

